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WHERE IS THE SHOW?

This is Martin Luckie Park Clubrooms.

I am going to Martin Luckie Park and Clubrooms

to be a part of U R BACK, an interactive show.

An interactive show is when I get to play and be

in the show, too!



PERFORMERS

I will see lots of performers at

U R BACK.

They will be moving around Martin Luckie Park.

They might come up to me and say hi.

I can wave hello! But I don’t have to.



OTHER PEOPLE

There will be a lot of other people at U R

BACK.

Other children will be with their parents and

whānau.

It will be fun!



COSTUMES AND MAKEUP

In a show, performers wear costumes and

makeup. It's like dress ups for adults.

In U R BACK there will be lots of performers in

costume.



MUSIC

Shows use music which can be loud and soft.

There will be music at The Rhythm Matrix in

the forest. I can go enjoy it.

I can sit far away if it is too noisy.



QUIET TIME

I will tell my adult if I need quiet time.

I can walk away from the show with my adult

and go to a quieter space.

I can relax away from the show for as long as I

like!



LOCATIONS

U R BACK has lots of different zones for me to

enjoy.



THE NEST

This room is inside the Martin Luckie Park

Clubrooms. It has large puppets in it. The

puppets have performers inside to move them

around.



THE CARNIVAL

There are lots of games to play at The Carnival.

There are bikes, a spinning wheel, a catapult,

and lots of other things to play with.



THE RHYTHM MATRIX

There is a drum circle at The Rhythm Matrix in

the forest.

I can play a drum!

I can make lots of noise at The Rhythm Matrix

if I want to.



THE EGGFRUIT

This is the EggFruit.

There will be performers around The EggFruit.

I can go inside The EggFruit by myself or with

others. I can record myself speaking into a mic

but I don’t have to.



THE ETERNAL GAME

Down by the Island Bay Scout Hall there is a

game to play. There will be loud music, lots of

game pieces, and some dress ups.

I can play with my family and other people.

Performers will be playing, too.

It is a made up game. If I get frustrated I can

take a break.

If I like the game I can play for as long as I

like. It could be fun!



THE END & FEEDBACK

MACHINE

This show has no end. But I can tell my adult

when I am finished playing at U R BACK.

When I leave I can tell The Feedback Machine

what I thought about the show.



Today I went to U R BACK!

I enjoyed…

I didn’t enjoy…

Next time I want to…


